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Note

• Some of these are historical examples, and have been fixed

• But it’s useful to see examples

• Note also:  Opinions are mine alone, and not necessarily 

those of my employer, or country, or whatever
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Proofs



Proofs

• If something comes with a proof, it seems like it must be 

correct
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Proof of Protocol Correctness

• One of my earliest papers was showing how the ARPANET 
routing algorithm could become permanently unstable, if 3 
messages were injected, and how to fix it

• The ARPANET actually failed this way, due to a sick router

• But someone proved that algorithm correct!
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Authentication Handshakes



Example Secret Key Handshake

Alice Bob

I’m Alice

R1

{R1}K

both know secret = K

Choose random # R1

Encrypt challenge with K



But it’s easy to get things wrong
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Mutual Authentication

Alice Bob
I’m Alice

R1

{R2}K

R2

{R1}K



More Efficient Mutual Authentication

Alice Bob
I’m Alice, R2

R1, {R2}K

{R1}K



Reflection Attack

Trudy Bob
I’m Alice, R2

R1, {R2}K

start a second

parallel connection

I’m Alice, R1

R3, {R1}K

complete the first {R1}K



So, that’s a whole thing…

• Designing cryptographic handshakes
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Public Key Cryptography



Public Key Authentication
Alice’s key pair (Apriv, Apub)

Alice (knows “Apriv”) Bob (knows “Apub”)

I’m Alice

Pick Random R

Encrypt R using ApubIf you’re Alice, decrypt {R}Apub

RReverses Apub using Apriv



And ways of getting that wrong

• It’s dangerous for Alice to use her private key, without 

knowing what she’s using it for
– Bob’s “challenge” could be the digest of a message, or the header of a 

message that has the key for the message encrypted with Alice’s public key

– So Alice might be tricked into signing a message or decrypting a message
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Again, designing handshakes is a 

whole thing
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Again, designing handshakes is a 

whole thing

• But let’s look at other issues now
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Using the Web



Using the web

• You’re using a protocol called HTTP

• It’s stateless, with simple commands like GET and POST
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Web Conversation

Alice Amazon.com
HTTP request

response



Creating the illusion of a long-lived 

session

• Your experience

– Go to a website (like Amazon.com)

– Authenticate (seldom) with username/password

– Choose items, put them in a cart
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How does this happen?

• Yum…cookies
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How does this happen?

• A “cookie” is a little file that the server (say Amazon.com) 

sends to your browser

• Your machine stores the Amazon.com cookie, and sends it 

along every time your browser does an HTTP request to 

Amazon.com
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With cookie

Alice Amazon.com

HTTP request, amazon.com cookie

Response, store this cookie

Directory for cookies

Amazon.com cookie

Othersite.org cookie

…etc.



Standards

• No standard for how to use a cookie
– Just that the browser stores the cookie that X.com sends, and returns it to 

X.com on an HTTP request to X.com
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What are the threats?

• Eavesdroppers?  Use SSL

• Bearer token issue of fake Amazon.com tricking Alice’s 

browser
– Hope that SSL protocol, and certificates prevent that
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What are the threats?

• Eavesdroppers?  Use SSL

• Bearer token issue of fake Amazon.com tricking Alice’s 

browser
– Hope that SSL protocol, and certificates prevent that

• Malicious user?  That was unexpected…
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One example of bad cookie use

• Common use of cookies at the time:

• cookie file is “shopping cart”

• Plaintext file at user’s machine

• Contains items to be bought, and prices

• Clever user could edit the file and change the prices!
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Bad cookie use

• Lots of other misuses found, in the wonderful paper
– “The Dos and Don’ts of Client Authentication on the Web”, by Kevin Fu, 

Emil Sit, Kendra Smith, and Nick Feamster, 19th Usenix Security 

Symposium, 2001
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Standards



Standards bodies

• As I said in my previous talk…
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Standards Bodies…

• But here’s an example where instead of inventing 

something new, a standards body adopted a syntax invented 

by a different standards body
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Standards Bodies…

• But here’s an example where instead of inventing 

something new, a standards body adopted a syntax invented 

by a different standards body

• Ordinarily, I’d applaud them, but in this case…
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Certificate Format

• Certificate matches a name to a public key

– [“Radia” public key is 3483791]CA

• IETF’s PKIX group decided to base certificates on X.509 

(an ITU standard)

• Why should it matter?
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The problem with X.509

• X.509 maps an X.500 name to a public key

• What’s an X.500 name?

• A perfectly reasonable hierarchical namespace

– Example: C=countryname, O=organizationname, 

OU=organizationunitname, CN=commonname
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So, X.509 would have been fine…

• If Internet protocols (and Internet users) were using X.500 

names

• But they don’t…they use DNS names like 

labs.examplecompanyname.com
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• So what good is something that maps some string that the 

application (and user) is unfamiliar with, to a public key?
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Example

• Human types “foo.com”  (a DNS name embedded in a 

URL)

• Site sends certificate with an X.500 name
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Example

• Human types “foo.com”  (a DNS name embedded in a 

URL)

• Site sends certificate with an X.500 name

– C=US
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Example

• Human types “foo.com”  (a DNS name embedded in a 

URL)

• Site sends certificate with an X.500 name

– C=US

– O=AtticaPrison
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Example

• Human types “foo.com”  (a DNS name embedded in a 

URL)

• Site sends certificate with an X.500 name

– C=US

– O=AtticaPrison

– OU=DeathRow
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Example

• Human types “foo.com”  (a DNS name embedded in a 

URL)

• Site sends certificate with an X.500 name

– C=US

– O=AtticaPrison

– OU=DeathRow

– OU=ParticularlyVilePrisoners
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Example

• Human types “foo.com”  (a DNS name embedded in a 

URL)

• Site sends certificate with an X.500 name

– C=US

– O=AtticaPrison

– OU=DeathRow

– OU=ParticularlyVilePrisoners

– CN=Horrible Person
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Example

• Human types “foo.com”  (a DNS name embedded in a 

URL)

• Site sends certificate with an X.500 name

• One strategy used by some early implementations: Ignore 

name in certificate, but validate the math of the signature
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Example

• Human types “foo.com”  (a DNS name embedded in a 

URL)

• Site sends certificate with an X.500 name

• One strategy used by some early implementations: Ignore 

name in certificate, but validate the math of the signature

• What security does that give?
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Example

• What security does that give?

• The warm fuzzy feeling that SOMEONE paid SOMEONE 

for a certificate…
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People invented(at least) 3 ways of 

encoding a DNS name into a PKIX cert
• A new category “DC” instead of “C” or “O” or “OU”, for 

“domain component”, and encode something like 
labs.emc.com as

– DC=com; DC=emc; DC=labs

• Use the “alternate name” field in the PKIX certificate to put 
the DNS name

• Use the bottom of the X.500 name (the “common name”; 
“CN=“) to put in the DNS name47



Are 3 ways better than one?

• No!!!

• Suppose a CA enforces that you own the DNS name in the 

“common name” field, but allows you to put whatever you 

want into the alternate name

• This could be a security problem, and probably was for 

awhile

• But now implementations of both CAs and verifiers check 

all the choices (I hope)
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Authenticating Humans



Human names:

Another difficult problem
• I’d love humans to be authenticated with certificates and 

keys

• But what do we do for names?

• If you work at a big company, you likely have the problem 

of figuring out which John Smith you want to talk to….

– john.smith or johnny.smith, or john.q.smith
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And all the math in the world 

won’t help us really know 

what/who to trust

• Imposters have posed as airline pilots, doctors

• Or even had proper credentials (e.g., Bernie Madoff)

• And we don’t tend to search for things by DNS names 

anyway…
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And all the math in the world won’t help 

us really know what/who to trust

• Imposters have posed as airline pilots, doctors

• Or even had proper credentials (e.g., Bernie Madoff)

• And we don’t tend to search for things by DNS names 

anyway…

– Frantically search for “antidote to rat poison”

– Why believe it?
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Trust Models for PKI



What’s PKI?

• Public key infrastructure

• A way for me to know your public key
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PKI Models

• Monopoly

• Oligarchy

• Anarchy

• Top-down, name constraints

• Bottom-up
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Monopoly

• Choose one universally trusted organization

• Embed their public key in everything

• Make everyone get certificates from them

• Simple to understand and implement
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Monopoly: What’s wrong with 

this model?
• Monopoly pricing

• More widely it’s deployed, harder to change the CA key to 

switch to a different CA

• That one organization can impersonate everyone
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Oligarchy of CAs

• Come configured with 100 or so trusted CA public keys

• Usually, can add or delete from that set

• Eliminates monopoly pricing
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What’s wrong with Oligarchy?

• Less secure!

– Any of those organizations can impersonate anyone
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And even if all of them were 

trustworthy

• Who checked out these organizations, and how?

• And how can that list change?
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One way to get a new trusted CA…
(Note: this has been changed to make it almost impossible for a 

user to add a new CA)
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Another way to get a new trusted CA

• Internet Explorer…client list is really a cache

• If client receives a certificate signed by a CA unknown to 

the client’s browser, the client finds out if the bigger list at 

Microsoft has that CA

• If so, it is imported into the client’s browser

• Someone complained that when you delete a CA from the 

list, it comes back

• Fix…grey out the option of deleting a CA from the list!
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Moving Past Oligarchy 

Model



Certificate Chains

• Allow configured CAs to issue certs for other public keys to 

be trusted CAs

• Configured CA’s: “trust anchors”

• Accept chain of certs

– Alice configured to trust X1

– Bob has chain

• “X1 says this is X2’s key”

• “X2 says this is X3’s key”

• “X3 says this is Bob’s key”
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Anarchy
• User personally configures trust anchors

• Anyone signs certificate for anyone else

• Public databases of certs (read and write)

• Problems

– won’t scale (too many certs, computationally too difficult to find 

path)

– no practical way to tell if path should be trusted

– (more or less) anyone can impersonate anyone
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Now I’ll talk about how I think it 

should work
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Now getting to recommended model

• CA trust isn’t binary: “trusted” or “not”

• CA only trusted for a portion of the namespace

• The name by which you know me implies who you trust to 

certify my key

– Radia.perlman.emc.com

– Roadrunner279.socialnetworksite.com

– Creditcard#8495839.bigbank.com

• Whether same carbon-based life form is irrelevant
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Need hierarchical name space

• Yup!  We have it (DNS)

• Each node in namespace represents a CA
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Top-down model

a.com

nj.a.com ma.a.com

alice@nj.a.com bob@nj.a.com carol@ma.a.com70



Top-down model

• Everyone configured with root key

• Easy to find someone’s public key (just follow namespace)

• Problems:

– Still monopoly at root

– Root can impersonate everyone
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Now what I’d recommend

• “Bottom-up” model

• Two changes from top-down model

– Two-way links:  Not only does parent certify child, but child 

certifies parent (explained on next slide)

– Cross-links (explained after that)
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Two-way links
• If child certifies parent, eliminates monopoly at the root

• Can be configured with any CA in the graph, and navigate 

anywhere from there, for instance

– Root of your own organization (dell.com)

– Your own public key

• When you get hired, you interact with a CA in your building, certify its key, 

it certifies your key
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Two-way links
• If the main root for the world changes, it only affects the CAs 

who are the immediate children of that CA

– My key doesn’t change, my certificate doesn’t change, my path 

traversal doesn’t change

• Only if the CA that certified me changes its key, do I need to 

do something…but there are few enough users that the IT dept 

can hunt us each down, and do whatever magic is necessary to 

recertify
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Two-way links

a.com

nj.a.com ma.a.com

alice@nj.a.com bob@nj.a.com carol@ma.a.com



Other enhancement: Cross-links

• Cross-cert: Any node can certify any other node’s key

• Two reasons:

– So you don’t have to wait for PKI for whole world to be created 

first

– Can bypass hierarchy for extra security
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Cross-links to connect two 

organizations

a.com xyz.com



Cross-link for added security

a.com xyz.com

root



Navigation Rules

• Start somewhere (your “root of trust” .. could be your own 

public key)

• If you’re at an ancestor of the target node, follow down-

links

• Else, look for cross-link to ancestor, and if so, follow that

• Else, go up a level
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Note: Crosslinks do not create 

anarchy model
• You only follow a cross-link if it leads to an ancestor of 

target name
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Advantages of Bottom-Up

• Security within your organization is controlled by your 

organization (CAs on path are all yours)

• No single compromised key requires massive 

reconfiguration

• Easy to compute paths; trust policy is natural, and makes 

sense

• Malicious CA’s can be bypassed, and damage contained
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Summary

• Crypto algorithms, and certificate format leave out the hard 

decisions of trust models

– The world doesn’t seem to understand what seems (to me) so simple and 

obviously the right thing: bottom-up name-based trust model

– PKIX standard has “name constraint” field, and you could build the bottom-

up model with it, but nobody implements it

• Child cert or cross cert to x.y.z…name constraint “only names of form x.y.z.*

• Parent cert…name constrain “all names except myself and below”

– DNSSEC had cross-links and up-links (briefly) but then they removed them
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Perils of Evolution



One of the first deployed public 

key authentication systems

• Started out secure

• Incremental enhancements, each of which were fine…
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First step: Basic client-to-server 

Public Key authentication
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Alice

Directory

Server that

uses public key

authentication

Alice’s computer

Configured with {priv}h(X)

“Alice”, Pwd = X

Now this computer 

knows Alice’s private key

Alice’s certificate 

(public key)

Retrieves Alice’s 

public key

from directory

Authenticates as Alice, using her private key



Next step in evolution

• Some servers could only use password authentication

– So, user had a different password, let’s call it “W” (for 

“web password”)

– h(W) was stored in the directory and world readable so 

servers could authenticate users

• And yeah, dictionary attack, but assume users chose good 

passwords
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Authentication to password-only 

Server
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Alice

Directory

any computer

“Alice”

Pwd = W

Authenticates as Alice,

using her web password W

Hashed pwds

Alice: h(W)

Server that uses

pwd auth

Retrieve 

Alice’s hashed 

web password



And then, next step…

• User Alice wanted to be able to log in from other client 

machines

– So Alice posted {priv}h(X) in directory, also world readable

• Now Alice could walk up to any machine, type her 

password X, retrieve and decrypt her private key from the 

directory
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Alice

Directory

Server that

uses public key

authentication

any computer

“Alice”

Pwd = X

{PrivAlice}h(X)

Now this computer 

knows Alice’s private key

Alice’s certificate 

(public key)

Retrieves Alice’s 

public key

Authenticates as Alice,

using her private key

Retrieve Alice’s 

encrypted private key



So now we have
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Alice

Directory

Server that

uses public key

authentication
any computer

{PrivAlice}h(X) Alice’s 

certificate 

(public key)

Retrieve Alice’s 

public key

Retrieve Alice’s 

encrypted private 

key

Hashed pwds

Alice: h(W)

Server that uses

pwd auth

Retrieve 

Alice’s hashed 

password
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Directory

{PrivAlice}h(X) Hashed pwds

Alice: h(W)

Storing private key encrypted 

with hash of user’s regular 

password

And storing hash of user’s “web 

password” 



What’s the problem?

• (assume users are using really good passwords…this is a 

more interesting problem than password guessing)
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We have:

• W=web pwd.  X=pwd for encrypting private key

• {priv}h(X) posted and world readable

– So user can use any client machine

• h(W) posted and world readable

– So servers who used password authentication could authenticate 

you

• Problem:  Users using the same password for X and W

• Who would do that?

• Basically, everyone…
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Know what properties you 

need



Used in early email standard

• A cryptographic scheme (CBC residue) secure for banking

• But not secure for email!
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What is CBC Residue?

• A cryptographic integrity check based on secret keys

– f(key, message) = integrity check
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How were banks using CBC 

Residue?
• Site A and B share a secret key S

• When A sends B a message “msg”, A appends the CBC 

residue of msg, calculated using S

• Only someone that knows S can generate (or verify) if the 

CBC residue of “msg” is correct
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Bank A Bank B

msg1 | Res1

101

Share secret S

Res1 = CBC residue (S, msg1)

Res2 = CBC residue (S, msg2)

msg2 | Res2



Bank A Bank B

msg1 | Res1

102

Share secret S

Res1 = CBC residue (S, msg1)

Res2 = CBC residue (S, msg2)

msg2 | Res2

Nobody other than A and B can forge message (or verify Residue)



PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail)

• IETF standard for secure email

• Had 2 methods of doing integrity checks

– Message digest/cryptographic hash (fairly new at the time)

– CBC residue
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Message Digest

• Invented after public key signatures

• Inefficient to sign large message with public key

• Message digest

– Short, (e.g., 128 bits)

– Should be infeasible to find two messages with same digest

– You sign the digest…so you’re signing everything with the same 

digest!
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What is “CBC Residue”?
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Encryption modes

• Most encryption is block cipher

• Encryption takes as input

– fixed sized block (e.g., 64 bits for DES, the standard back then)

– secret key

• Outputs ciphertext block
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What if your message is bigger 

than a block?

• Most straightforward scheme ECB (“electronic code book”)

• Just break your message into blocks, and encrypt each one
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ECB

M1 M2 M3 M4

C1 C2 C3

E E E

108

Ekey key key key

C4

message

ciphertext



But ECB leaks information

• If two ciphertext blocks are equal, the plaintexts are equal
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So, other modes “chain”

• CBC (cipher block chaining) is a common mode

• XOR plaintext block n with ciphertext block n-1 before 

encrypting
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CBC Mode Encryption

M1 M2 M3 M4

C1 C2 C3

E E E

111

Ekey key key key

C4



CBC Decryption

M1 M2 M3 M4

C1 C2 C3

D D D

112

Dkey key key key

C4



CBC Residue

• Do encryption in CBC mode, and use final block 

as an integrity check

• (Discard all encrypted blocks other than the 

residue)
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CBC Residue

M1 M2 M3 M4

C1 C2 C3 residue

E E E

114

Ekey key key key



Note

• It is easy to create a message with a particular residue, but 

one block will be garbage

– (This was before AES, blocks were 64 bits)
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How to create msg with 

residue=RES
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Known: residue, any key, and all but one 

block of msg

M1 xxx M3 M4

C1 C2 C3 RES

E D D D

Want msg with 

residue=RES, 

willing for block 

M2 to be crud

117

key key key key



Known: residue, any key, and all but one 

block of msg

M1 xxx M3 M4

C1 C2 C3 RES

E D D D

Want msg with 

residue=RES, 

willing for block 

M2 to be crud

118

key key key key

M2 is constrained 

by XOR of C1 and 

decryption of C2



Now, how to forge a PEM 

message
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Alice sends to Bob..

• Encrypted email using CBC Residue as the integrity check

– Alice and Bob have public keys

– Alice chooses key K for this message

– In the header

• {K}Bob’s public key

• [CBC residue of msg using K]signed by Alice
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How Bob can forge a message

• Bob knows 64 bit quantity, say R, and Alice’s signature on R 

• Bob sends msg with residue R to, say, Carol, using any key, and 

Alice’s signature on R 
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Wouldn’t it look suspicious to 

have 8 bytes of garbage?

• Hide it in the cybercrud in the header, or at the end of the 

message

• Or say something like “Hi, Joe.  I was fixing the roof this 

weekend and accidentally hit my thumb and #&$*(*&@!!  

But anyway, back to my point.  Give Bob a promotion and a 

big raise!”
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But if CBC Residue isn’t 

secure?...

• Banking requires a different property, which CBC residue does have

– if you don’t know the secret key S, you can’t verify or generate a checksum

• Message Digests have the property that it’s infeasible to create two 

messages with the same digest

• So CBC residue is secure for banking, but not email!
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Theory vs Practice



How Internet authentication works

125

User searches 

for “MyBank”, 

clicks on URL Sends to DNS name in URL

Sends certificate showing (DNS name, public key)

Crypto, and protocol, server proves 

it owns the DNS name



In reality

• DNS names don’t really mean anything

• Example:  I fell for a scam recently…

• I wanted to renew my Washington state driver’s license

• I knew it could be done online

• I did an Internet search for “renew Washington State 

driver’s license”
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The top search result looked legitimate
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I didn’t notice that it said “Ad”



Everything was as I expected…
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I typed in my information, 

including credit card
• I got suspicious when afterwards it presented me with a 

bunch of “offers” (which I knew were scams)

• I then looked more carefully at the site…it just claims to 

“give information” about how to get a license, not actually 

getting a license
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I typed in my information, 

including credit card
• They initially charged me $3.99, then started charging more 

things over the next couple of days…$9.99, $19.99. 

• Fraud department of my bank called me, asking if these 

were fraudulent.  I explained, and they changed my credit 

card number and denied all the charges

• This scam is so lucrative, that multiple organizations are 

doing it, in all 50 states
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Don’t blame the user!
• These are scam sites (which appear first in the search, 

because they pay the search engine companies to put them 

first, or because they understand the ranking algorithm and 

game the system:

washingtondriverslicense.org

www.washington-information.org

www.dmv.org

• The site I should have gone to was 

www.dol.wa.gov
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Humans



Stupid User Interfaces
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Training users to type username/pwd

• Constantly get popups from who knows what (Outlook, for 

instance), asking me to type my username/password
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Training users to type username/pwd

• Constantly get popups from who knows what (Outlook, for 

instance), asking me to type my username/password

– This happens at random times (some server went down)
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Training users to type username/pwd

• Constantly get popups from who knows what (Outlook, for 

instance), asking me to type my username/password

– This happens at random times (some server went down)

– Any malicious application can put up that box and trick the user 

into typing their main username/password
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Abetting Social Engineering 

Criminals

139



Abetting Social Engineering 

Criminals

• “We’re from Microsoft.  Your machine is infected”
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Abetting Social Engineering 

Criminals

• “We’re from Microsoft.  Your machine is infected”

• We’ll prove it to you

141
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It’s common to have to tradeoff 

usability vs security



It’s common to have to tradeoff 

usability vs security

usability

security



We are here!

usability

security
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User authentication

• Every site has different rules for usernames and passwords

– At least n characters, no more than x characters, must have at 

least one letter, one number, one special character, must not 

contain anything but letters and numbers, ….
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User authentication

“Sorry, but your password must contain an uppercase letter, a 

number, a haiku, a gang sign, a hieroglyph, and the blood of 

a virgin.” ……………………(unknown author)
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How to make it worse

• If user can’t remember password, don’t tell them what the 

password rules are, until they give up

• If user goes through “change password”, after 

authenticating her, don’t allow her to use the previous one

– Even though you believe it’s her, and previous pwd would have 

been legal if she had remembered it
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How to make it worse

• If user can’t remember password, don’t tell them what the 

password rules are, until they give up

• If user goes through “change password”, after 

authenticating her, don’t allow her to use the previous one

– Even though you believe it’s her, and previous pwd would have 

been legal if she had remembered it

– To punish her for having forgotten it?
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Security questions

• Who comes up with these?

– Father’s middle name

– 2nd grade teacher’s name

– Veterinarian’s name

– Favorite sports team

– My middle name
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Annoying rules that add nothing 

to security
• Must change password at least every n days

• Can’t reset forgotten password to previous one

• These sorts of rules actually lower security!

• But they are written into “best practices”, so companies 

must do them
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User authentication

• I do not want to hear…
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User authentication

• I do not want to hear…

“We need better user training”
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User authentication

• I do not want to hear…

“We need better user training”

Or things like “people shouldn’t click on suspicious links”
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Humans
“Humans are incapable of securely storing high-quality 
cryptographic keys, and they have unacceptable speed and 
accuracy when performing cryptographic operations. They are 
also large, expensive to maintain, difficult to manage, and they 
pollute the environment. It is astonishing that these devices 
continue to be manufactured and deployed, but they are 
sufficiently pervasive that we must design our systems around 
their limitations.”

– (me), in “Network Security: Private Communication in a 

Public World”



Thank you!
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